The Gardner Family
My first encounter with a Greater Swiss Mountain Dog ...
was at a horse show in Greenwich, CT in 1995. He jumped out of his car and I was struck! Hoping he wasn’t a shaved
Bernese I approached the family to investigate. We spent a long time talking about the breed, and by the end of the
conversation I knew what my next dog would be!

Four years later after our Wheaton passed
I began the search for our next pup.
I tried Shadetree and SeaVaRidge kennels, but both had long waiting lists. I
tried Balihara Ranch (now kennel), but got cold feet about importing a pup.
Finally, I came upon Paulette Spearing’s Polyanna Kennel. She had one
male left, but another family beat me to him. Then while on vacation at the
Jersey Shore we received the call that the other family had backed out and
inquired if were we still interested—WOW!!! Later that week I set out for
Pittsburgh, and the love affair began—Polyanna’s Maximillian came into our
lives in August, 1999.

Max was the best dog ever!
He turned heads wherever we went and had a gold standard temperament.
He was easily trained and a great family dog although he rarely left my side!
The first 1 & 1/2 years of Max’s life was relatively healthy, but then it began—
Max
by the age of two he had two petit mal seizures. Thankfully the seizures
stopped, but what followed were weird ’neurologic episodes’. Any test you could think of we did, but to no avail—we never
got a diagnosis. The last two year’s of Max’s life consisted of weekly visits to the vet and a combination of Eastern and
Western medicine. Miraculously he lived a good, long life passing just one month shy of his 10th birthday. Max had a good
life, but enriched ours so much more!

The thought of being without a Swissy was
unbearable so the search began again!
I first tried Laurie Carmody, Matterhorn GSMD with no luck, but she put me in
touch with Bonnie Huett, Trout Creek’s GSMD who had two litters on the
ground. I called right away and had a long conversation that, unbeknownst
to me was an interview! We passed the test and in December 2009, I made
plans to fly to Washington state with sherpa bag in tow, but about a week
before I was scheduled to leave Bonnie called—the pick dog from one of the
litters who was supposed to go to Russia was available because the family
decided to wait for a different pedigree. Bonnie said the puppy had lovely
conformation and beautiful markings, and she wanted him to go to a show
home. AHHHHH!!! The only thing I knew about dog shows I learned from
my favorite movie ’Best in Show’! After some gentle convincing that it would
be fun, and we could find someone to show him ringside I said “yes”! In
retrospect it wasn’t always fun, but the times we won it was so I kept going
back for more.

Ted
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Trout Creek’s Top Hat ‘N Tails earned his championship in May 2013.
Then came his Canine Good Citzenship (CGC) and Novice Working Pack Dog (NWPD)
titles. But before that came my introduction to Carol Gehret in October 2012 at the
Chesapeake & Potomac (C&P) specialty show. Carol was very interested in Ted and his
pedigree, and asked if she could use Ted as a stud dog. I couldn’t believe we were going to
have puppies! Much to my disappointment Carol’s ‘Joy’ came into heat so fast and we were
away when the call came. However, the following summer Carol called again—Cabro’s Nice
‘N Easy litter made its entry on August 5, 2013. I was fortunate to help Carol whelp the litter,
and I knew there was no way one of those pups wasn’t coming home with me—Maggie
joined our family in October!

Maggie

Since Maggie
was our first female
it was fun learning
the differences
between the
girls and boys.
It quickly became
apparent who was
in charge!

It was obvious from a young age that Maggie was smart and slightly
more serious than Ted.
She was easily trained and formed a strong bond with my youngest daughter, Annie, who refers to Maggie as ‘Princess’.
After doing Maggie’s health clearances I started to think about beginning a breeding program—another new adventure!
I had to decide what my priorities would be—health, temperament, conformation and markings. I began looking for a stud
dog that had all of these qualities; would compliment Maggie; and, was owned by someone that I could easily work with—
my search began again! I made notes on boys I saw at shows, researched their pedigrees and health clearances. I tried to
meet as many stud dog owners as I could. At our club’s specialty show in December 2015 I met Kim Woolard, Cherished
GSMD. Shortly into our conversation, I felt that I had found my stud dog co-owner, and after discussing the dogs she had
available I decided on her Zuko. With the all the work I put into finding the right dog, it bothered me that I hadn’t met Zuko
and his family. So in the spring Annie and I took a road trip to Ohio. We spent a delightful afternoon with Zuko and his
family and then onto Kim’s! We left Kim’s the next day with a puppy to be delivered to his new family—fellow MAGS
members, Stephanie and Michael Yellin.
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Top Hat’s All That Jazz litter was born on April 25, 2016.
We’ve all heard the saying ‘Swissies don’t read the book on breeding and
whelping’, and I can attest it’s true! Maggie’s litter was born a day early with no
warning and the first pup was born on our bed without us knowing! It was fairly
smooth sailing until puppy #10—the last puppy got stuck. With Carol at the wheel
we raced to the emergency clinic in a driving rain storm with thunder and
lightening at 3:00 a.m. Sadly, the last puppy did not make it, but everyone else
including Mom were doing fine. Carol and I went to bed at 6:00 a.m.—I had not
pulled an all-nighter since college!

The days and weeks that followed were spent
keeping a watchful eye on our babies by day
and sleeping on a blow-up bed by night.
My husband, Bud, finally convinced me to leave the blow-up bed when he pointed
out that Maggie was sleeping with me and not the puppies!

Our time was consumed with all things puppy.
The hours flew by and I got nothing done except puppy chores and loved every
Top Hat’s All That Jazz Litter
minute! I dreaded the day that I would have to let them go to their new homes.
But as the pups grew and became more and more demanding of my time I realized I could not give them the individual
attention they needed. Then the day came—seeing all the happy families made it easier to let them go, but I still cried as
they pulled out of the driveway.

Maggie and I went back to the show ring ...
and Ted joined us on the hiking trails. Maggie earned her CGC and NWPD titles and
Ted got his Working Pack Dog (WPD) title. Spring rolled around I decided to breed
Maggie a second and final time. Her first litter with Zuko was so nice that I decided to
repeat the breeding—Top Hat’s Big Bang Theory litter was born via cesarean section
on June 29, 2017.

From
the moment
they were born
there was
one puppy
that
stood out.

Top Hat’s Big Bang Theory Litter
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The red collared puppy had clearly
chosen us.
She was the first one to greet us in the morning; the first to crawl into
our laps. Her temperament test suggested that she was a social and
self confident pup and then came the conformation evaluation. After
careful consideration the ‘red’ puppy was considered show quality and
Top Hat’s Matilda in Red (aka Tillie) became ours! I began to show her
in the 4-6 month class and she earned the AKC Puppy of Achievement
award. By 9 & 1/2 months she finished her championship with a 5 point
major at the Chesapeake & Potomac specialty show, and two weeks
later she received two Grand Champion points! And in the midst of
showing she went on to earn her CGC, and complete her first eight mile
hike (without weight, of course). Can’t wait to see what this special girl
will do next!

As our Swissy family grows so do the
adventures they take us on.
Through our dogs I have met so many great people and their dogs.
They’ve provided us with experiences, opportunities, and an
ever-expanding
education that I
never dreamed
of.
Thank you
Swissy
Community,

Sharon
Gardner

CH Top Hat’s Matilda in Red

